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The use of flat-plate tabs (similar to Gurney flaps) to enhance the lift of multielement airfoils is extended here by placing them on the pressure side and near the trailing edge of the main element rather than just on the furthest downstream wing element. The tabs studied range in height from 0.125 to 1.25% of the airfoil reference chord. In practice, such tabs would be retracted when the high-lift system is stowed. The effectiveness of the concept was demonstrated experimentally and computationally on a two-dimensional NACA 632-215 Mod B airfoil with a single-slotted, 30%-chord flap. Both the experiments and computations showed that the tabs significantly increase the lift at a given angle of attack and the maximum lift coefficient of the airfoil. The computational results showed that the increased lift was a result of additional turning of the flow by the tab that reduced or eliminated flow separation on the flap. The best configuration tested, a 0.5%-chord tab placed 0.5% chord upstream of the trailing edge of the main element, increased the maximum lift coefficient of the airfoil by 12% and the maximum lift-to-drag ratio by 40%.

Nomenclature

\[ C_d = \text{section drag coefficient} \]
\[ C_l = \text{section lift coefficient} \]
\[ C_p = \text{pressure coefficient} \]
\[ c = \text{airfoil chord} \]
\[ d = \text{distance from tab to main-element trailing edge} \]
\[ g = \text{flap gap, perpendicular to chordline} \]
\[ h = \text{tab height} \]
\[ L/D = \text{lift-to-drag ratio} \]
\[ ol = \text{flap overlap} \]
\[ p = \text{static pressure} \]
\[ q = \text{dynamic pressure} \]
\[ Re = \text{Reynolds number} \]
\[ V = \text{velocity} \]
\[ \delta = \text{deflection angle} \]

Subscripts

\[ f = \text{flap} \]
\[ \text{max} = \text{maximum} \]
\[ \infty = \text{freestream condition} \]

Introduction

In an increasingly competitive market for subsonic transport aircraft, the performance and complexity of the high-lift system have become more important in the design of new aircraft. Increased high-lift performance allows more flexibility in the cruise wing design whereas reduced system mechanical complexity lowers the manufacturing and operating costs of an airplane. The prospects for a large market for supersonic transport aircraft further increases the need for high-lift systems that have increased performance. For both types of aircraft, there is a requirement for reduced drag for takeoff configurations and increased maximum-lift and reduced angle of attack during landing. In order to satisfy these requirements, novel concepts should be explored. In this article, an experimental and theoretical study examining the lift capabilities of a two-element airfoil with Gurney-type tabs of various sizes placed at or near the trailing edge of the main element is described.

Liebeck1 presented the first description of a Gurney flap. This flap consists of a small tab placed perpendicular to the pressure side at the trailing edge of the wing and is designed to produce a down-force on a racing car (Fig. 1). Although these flaps are generally less than 1% of the wing chord, they have a significant effect on the aerodynamic forces generated by the wing. Depending on the airfoil it is used on, the Gurney flap can increase the lift and decrease the drag while operating at high lift coefficients.
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Fig. 1 Sketch of typical application of Gurney flap on a down-force-generating wing for racing cars.
Several other researchers have studied this type of flap on single-element airfoils with similar results. In general, as the flap height is increased, the maximum lift increases. For flap heights less than about 1.5% c, the maximum \( L/D \) can also increase. Flap heights greater than 1.5% c cause a decrease in the maximum \( L/D \), but may still increase \( L/D \) at large lift coefficients. Computational and experimental results are given by Jang et al. and Storms and Jang for a single-element NACA 4412 airfoil. The results from Ref. 6 demonstrate the ability of a two-dimensional Navier–Stokes method to accurately compute the lift increase and, to a lesser extent, the drag increase resulting from various height Gurney flaps on the airfoil.

Katz and Largman and Katz and Dykstra showed the effect of a 5% c Gurney flap on the performance of multielement airfoils and wings for racing cars. These results showed that the flap increases the maximum aerodynamic lift, but the \( L/D \) is reduced relative to the airfoil or wing without the Gurney flap. The effect of smaller flaps was not discussed in these reports.

The design of aircraft high-lift systems differs from racing car wing design in that the multiple elements of the flap system must be stowed within the cruise-wing contour. This disrupts the camber at the trailing edges of airfoil elements containing cutouts for retracting other airfoil elements (coves). Proper shaping of the flaps and slats still results in good high-lift performance, but other means may be needed to increase performance for the next generation of aircraft. Deflecting the upper surface of the cover (or spoiler) on the main element has been proposed for transport aircraft and is used on the F/A-18 fighter aircraft (Ref. 10 and Fig. 2). Results of spoiler droop on a transport aircraft airfoil showed a decrease in maximum lift for deflections of 5 and 10 deg, but an increase in the lift at a given angle of attack.

Another approach to increasing lift is to place a tab on the trailing edge of airfoil elements that need additional aft camber. These tabs, which are less than 1% of the airfoil chord in height, are retracted when the high-lift system is stowed (Fig. 3). The tabs need not be located right at the trailing edge of the elements. Installation of a hinge is simplified. In carrying high-lift system designs from small-scale development to implementation on a production aircraft, scale effects (e.g., Reynolds number, geometric fidelity, surface finish) can, in some instances, cause the system performance to be less than that measured in wind-tunnel tests. The use of lift-enhancing tabs provides a simple means by which adjustments can be made in the effective gap between the main-element trailing edge and the flap. On a flap system that includes a tab, the adjustment consists of replacing the tab with one slightly larger or smaller. This kind of adjustment may recover some of the lost performance without the major expense of redesigning and fabricating new flap tracks and actuators that are needed to change the flap gap. Although this article discusses the use of tabs near the main-element trailing edge, tabs may also be used at the trailing edge of any airfoil element that could benefit from additional camber, including slats.

This article summarizes the two-dimensional results of a research program that examines the performance of the lift-enhancing tab concept for a two-element airfoil. The effect of tab size and tab location relative to the main-element trailing edge was studied computationally and experimentally. The work was done on a two-element NACA 63,-215 Mod B airfoil with a 30% c single-slotted flap.

**Experimental Setup**

The airfoil geometry used in this study is shown in Fig. 4. The model was mounted between two false walls across the 7-ft dimension of the 7- x 10-ft wind tunnel no. 2 at NASA Ames Research Center (Fig. 5). A series of blowing slots was used to control the boundary layer in the junction between the model and the false walls. The model has a chord (flap stowed) of 2.5 ft and a span of 5.0 ft. Boundary-layer trip strips were located at 5 and 10% c on the upper and lower surfaces, respectively, of the main element. All of the data was obtained at a chord Reynolds number of 3.7 x 10^6. The freestream turbulence intensity in the 7- x 10-ft wind tunnel is 1% at the 225 ft/s test velocity.

The model was instrumented with 159 surface pressure taps arranged in three chordwise rows. The airfoil lift and pitching-moment coefficients were determined from pressure integrations along the row of taps on the model centerline. The other...
two rows, located two-thirds of the way from the model centerline to each wall, were used to monitor the two-dimensionality of the flow.

The drag was determined by integrating the total and static pressures measured using a rake located 0.7 chord downstream of the airfoil trailing edge. The method attributed to Betz\textsuperscript{13} was used to account for variations in the static pressure due to flow curvature that occurs near the trailing edge of high-lift airfoils. The rake contained 91 total and 9 static pressure probes along its 36 in. length. The probes were clustered near the center of the rake to improve the spatial resolution in the region of large velocity gradients. The experimental setup is described in greater detail in Ref. 13.

The repeatability for the lift coefficient measurements was \( \pm 0.020 \) for \( C_l \leq 0.9 \cdot C_{l\text{max}} \) and \( \pm 0.04 \) for \( C_l > 0.9 \cdot C_{l\text{max}} \).

For the drag coefficient measurements, the repeatability was \( \pm 0.005 \) for \( C_d \leq 0.9 \cdot C_{d\text{max}} \), \( \pm 0.010 \) for \( 0.9 \cdot C_{d\text{max}} < C_d \leq C_{d\text{max}} \), and \( \pm 0.020 \) beyond \( C_{d\text{max}} \). These error bands include measurement resolution, point-to-point repeatability, and geometric uncertainties (i.e., slight variations in flap gap, overlap, and angle settings for repeat runs of a given geometry) and result in a maximum uncertainty of \( \pm 5\% \) in the maximum \( L/D \) ratio measurements. The presence of flow separation on many of the configurations at large angles of attack adds an unknown bias error to the drag measurements. Given the repeatability of the measurements, differences between the various airfoil geometries can be discerned even if the absolute drag is not accurately known.

Two-Dimensional Computational Method

A concurrent computational study was performed to gain insight into the manner in which the tabs affect the flow around the airfoil. For the computations, the incompressible, Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes code INS2D-UP\textsuperscript{14} employing the Baldwin–Barth turbulence model\textsuperscript{15} was used. An earlier version of this code was used to compute the effect of various Gurney flaps on a single-element airfoil. The code has also been shown to accurately compute the flow over multielement airfoils.\textsuperscript{16}

The chimera\textsuperscript{17} overset grid approach was used to develop computational grids around the two-element airfoil. Structured, hyperbolic grids were generated for each airfoil element using the HYPPGEN code.\textsuperscript{18} Points in each grid that lie inside the other airfoil element are removed from the com-
putation and the information is passed between the grids using interpolations generated by the code PEGSUS. The grid is shown in Fig. 6a. Tabs are easily added to the computation by imposing no-slip boundary conditions on grid points that lie at the desired tab position (Fig. 6b). A complete description of the computational study is presented in Ref. 20.

Results

The flap geometry chosen for this study is a 43.5-deg flap deflection with a 3.1% c gap and 4.2% c overlap. An analysis of unpublished data acquired at NASA Ames Research Center shows that this geometry produces approximately 1.5% lower maximum section lift coefficient $C_{max}$ than did the best geometry. This flap rigging, without a tab on the main element, is used as the baseline for the following discussion.

The effect of a 1% c tab located 1% c upstream of the main-element trailing edge on the lift and drag of the airfoil is shown in Figs. 7a and 7b. The tab shifts the lift curve by approximately 5 deg at low angles of attack and increases the maximum lift coefficient by 3.9% (Fig. 7a). The tab also increases the maximum $L/D$ of the airfoil by 29% (Fig. 7b). Similar trends are shown in the computed lift and drag. The computations show a 5.3 deg shift in the lift curve and a 5.2% increase in maximum lift (Fig. 8a). The computed maximum $L/D$ is increased by 8.8% when the 1% c tab is added (Fig. 8b). The primary difference between the computations and the experiment is that the computations indicate stall at a higher angle of attack than shown experimentally. While not exactly matching the measured lift and drag, the computations do indicate the proper trends for the changes in the aerodynamic forces when the tabs are added to the geometry. This is important if the computations are to be used to study the flows induced by the tabs.

Computed and measured pressure distributions are presented in Figs. 9a and 9b for the airfoil at an 8.5-deg angle of attack. The baseline results are shown in Fig. 9a and indicate that the flow over the flap separates at approximately 10% of the flap chord. The computed pressures are in good agreement with the measured values except for a slight underprediction of the suction on the main-element upper surface.

The same comparison of pressure distributions is shown in Fig. 9b for the configuration with a 1% c tab located 1% c from the main-element trailing edge. The effect of the tab is to increase the loading on the main element and to reattach the flow on the flap. Flow over the flap is able to remain attached with the tab because of the suppression of the large suction peak at the flap leading edge (sometimes referred to as a downwash effect). As a result, the flap normal force is increased slightly. The loading on the main element is increased significantly, particularly near the trailing edge. The pressure at the upper-surface trailing edge is reduced by the tab, which lowers the pressure gradient experienced by the boundary layer for a given lift coefficient.
The effect of the tab on the pressure distribution is different from that caused by simply deflecting the main-element trailing edge. Figure 10 illustrates the differences in the shapes of the pressure distributions near the main-element trailing edge for a deflected shroud and for a tab. If the effective angle of the flow leaving the trailing edge is the same for both geometries, the flap pressure distributions will not significantly differ for the two cases if the gap and overlap are maintained. The drooped-shroud case has a suction peak at the hinge point that limits the amount of deflection that can be used because of the large gradients downstream of the hinge. The pressure distribution for the tab case is much smoother and much less likely to cause premature flow separation than in the drooped-shroud case.

The effect on the flow of a 1% c tab located 1% c forward of the main-element trailing edge is illustrated in Figs. 11a and 11b. Figure 11a shows computed streamlines for the airfoil without the tab. The flow exits smoothly from the main element at approximately the trailing-edge bisection angle and the flow separates from the flap at approximately 10% of the flap chord. In contrast, when the tab is in place, the flow exits from the main element in a direction approximately 20 deg downward from the bisector. By directing the flow downward as it leaves the main-element trailing edge, the tab reduces the loading on the flap, which allows the flow to remain attached on the flap upper surface. The tab also causes the main element to generate significantly more lift (Figs. 9a and 9b). A small recirculation region is located immediately downstream of the tab and a large, off-surface separation is located above the 60% c point on the flap. The off-surface separation results from the inability of the wake from the main element to sustain the adverse pressure gradient along its path above the flap.\(^{16}\)

![Fig. 10 Qualitative differences in pressure distributions for drooped shroud/spoiler and cove tab.](image)

![Fig. 11 Comparison of computed streamlines for baseline airfoil and airfoil with tab in cove; NACA 632-215 Mod B airfoil, Re = 3.7 \times 10^6, \alpha = 13 \text{ deg}, \delta_e = 43.5 \text{ deg}, \delta/c = 0.005, \theta/c = 0.005; a) baseline airfoil and b) airfoil with 1% c tab 1% c upstream of trailing edge.](image)

![Fig. 12 Measured effect of tab height on airfoil performance with tabs at main-element trailing edge; NACA 632-215 Mod B, \delta_e = 43.5 \text{ deg}, \delta/c = 0.031, \theta/c = 0.042, Re = 3.7 \times 10^6: a) lift vs angle of attack and b) L/D vs lift coefficient.](image)

![Fig. 13 Computed effect of tab height on airfoil lift coefficient with tabs at main-element trailing edge; NACA 632-215 Mod B, \alpha = 13 \text{ deg}, \delta_e = 43.5 \text{ deg}, \delta/c = 0.031, \theta/c = 0.042, Re = 3.7 \times 10^6.](image)
A limited view of the effect of tab height on the lift of the airfoil is shown in Figs. 12a and 12b. The lift curve for the baseline configuration is plotted along with those for the 0.5% c and 1.0% c tabs located at the main-element trailing edge. The addition of the 0.5% c tab increased \( C_{\text{max}} \) by approximately 9%, whereas a tab height of 1% c only increased \( C_{\text{max}} \) by 3.5% (Fig. 12a). The abrupt increase in the slope of the lift curves for the tab configurations is due to the flow on the flap reattaching as the main element loading is increased. The baseline configuration, on the other hand, displayed separated flow on the flap throughout the angle-of-attack range. \( L/D \) was also affected by the tabs. Figure 12b shows that the addition of the 0.5% c tab increased the drag at a given lift coefficient for \( C_{\text{c}} \approx 2.75 \). At higher lift coefficients the drag was reduced, particularly just before \( C_{\text{max}} \), at which point there was a dramatic reduction in drag. Again, this was due to the greatly improved flow on the flap. The 1% c tab had a larger effect on the drag, causing increased drag except at the lowest lift coefficient.

The effect of tab height was further examined computationally. The lift coefficient vs tab height is shown in Fig. 13 for a 13-deg angle of attack. This angle is approximately the angle of attack for maximum lift. The optimal height of a tab at the trailing edge of the main element (for this flap rigging) is between 0.4 and 0.5% c.

In the experiments, the most effective tab configuration was a 0.5% c tab located 0.5% c from the main-element trailing edge. The lift curve for this geometry is shown in Fig. 14a. The maximum lift in this case is 12% greater than that of the baseline configuration, and the maximum \( L/D \) is 40% greater than the baseline (Fig. 14b). Hysteresis is again apparent in both the lift and drag when the tab was in place. At low angles of attack the flow over the flap is separated. As the angle of attack is increased, the flow on the main element causes the flow to reattach, increasing the lift of the whole airfoil. Once the flow is reattached, it is very stable and does not separate even when the angle of attack is reduced again. Similar (though opposite direction) hysteresis loops are reported in Ref. 21.

The lift increase available from tabs in the cove of the main element comes at the expense of increased nose-down pitching moment. Hysteresis is also present in the pitching-moment data (Fig. 14c). In conditions where the flow on the flap remains attached, the tab increases the nose-down moment by 33% relative to the baseline configuration.

Conclusions

The use of lift-enhancing tabs, or Gurney flaps, is extended to the main element of a two-element airfoil. Lift-enhancing tabs serve to increase the aft camber of the main element and to delay separation on the flap. Two-dimensional experiments showed that a 0.5% c tab, placed 0.5% c upstream of the main-element trailing edge of a two-element airfoil with a single-slotted flap, increases \( C_{\text{max}} \) by 12%. The maximum section \( L/D \) is increased by 40% as well. A companion computational study showed that the primary effect of the tab, when placed in the main-element trailing-edge cove, was to turn the flow toward the flap, thus reducing the effective angle of attack of the flap. The additional turning increases the lift of the main element and eliminates the separated flow on the flap. The pressure on the upper surface at the trailing edge is reduced by the tab, which also reduces the boundary layer at a given lift coefficient. As with other effective trailing-edge high-lift devices, the tab in the main element cove increases the nose-down pitching moment.
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